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 FLYING LESSONS for  

April 7, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In almost all cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have 
little direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can 
make the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane 
you fly.  Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
Mitigating the Unreachables 
I do not know who first applied the term unreachables to describe pilots who do not attend 
safety meetings or watch webinars, and do not practice basic flight proficiency maneuvers or 
retain even basic currency, and who may not even take Flight Reviews at all (which, unless you 
are caught, are on the honor system), and do not read things like FLYING LESSONS and others, 
and who do not learn the hard LESSONS from other pilots’ experiences, bad and good. 

But I hear and use the term a lot with my peers and colleagues as we try to tackle the fatal 
general aviation accident rate, or at least document what we may learn from these unfortunately 
final flights. For the beginning of almost every discussion in the various symposia and working 
groups is that it’s always the same people who show up at FAA WINGS meetings or complete the 
live and online grounds schools and flight training provided by Type Clubs and other general 
aviation training providers.  

Reader and friend Jeff Edwards, who is pre-eminent both practically as a flight instructor, 
air crash investigator and co-founder of the Lancair Owners and Builders Association, and 
academically as a PhD and researcher into the correlations between membership in type clubs 
and participation in their training programs and the fatal accident record, and I have versions this 
discussion often, that a small percentage of pilots seek out more than the minimum required 
training.  

Those who do are usually not the problem when it comes to accidents. Those who don’t, or 
worse yet those who intentionally violate regulations and “common sense” best operating 
practices (like not launching into IMC if not instrument rated and current, or not checking fuel 
state before flight and monitoring fuel use enroute, or not maintaining minimum altitudes whether 
VFR or IFR, etc.) are usually the ones we read about in the accident record.  

To make any significant reduction in the accident rate and fatal accident rate Jeff, my other 
colleagues, the industry, regulators and I agree, we need to somehow reach the unreachables 
with the message that we are working to improve their safety, utility and enjoyment of personal 
and business aviation by giving them the tools they need to fly accident-free and make good 
decisions.   
See: 
https://www.avsafe.com  
https://www.lancairowners.com  
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jate/vol5/iss1/2/  
 
Writing this in FLYING LESSONS I’m not addressing the unreachables, of course. Every one 
of you has voluntarily made yourself reachable. Why waste the space here, then? Because many 
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of you are flight instructors, and all of you are “influencers” on at least a local level. You can all 
share in addressing the problem in your own way, small or large.  

Along with my peers I’ve struggled with this for many years and will undoubtedly continue 
to do so for man more. How can we address this both in initial flight training and, more 
importantly, in recurrent training (assuming the rogue pilot at least goes through the motions of a 
biennial Flight Review)? Actively working on that theme for this week’s LESSONS I 
serendipitously saw one big problem, attempted flight in IMC by a non-instrument pilot or by 
one not currently up to the task of IFR flight, addressed from a fresh viewpoint in the April 1 
issue of the monthly Vectors for Safety blog from Gene Benson (another longtime voice in the 
flight safety wilderness), which I read and highly recommend. A portion is reprinted here by 
permission for our combined consideration, with my emphasis added: 

Stop it! 
It is time to stop tiptoeing around this issue and tackle it. Some non-instrument rated pilots (and some rated 
but not current or proficient rated pilots) decide to fly in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). The 
result is often loss of life to the pilot and the passengers. How can we stop pilots from engaging in this 
extremely hazardous activity? The answer is quite simple. We cannot. So maybe we need to shift some of 
our focus from seeking total abstinence to mitigating the risk. 

Our model is current society. We know that many people will not follow the rules so we put mitigation 
strategies in place. We tell people not to use recreational drugs, but we equip EMTs and police officers with 
NARCAN just in case. We tell teenagers not to drink alcohol but we instruct them not to drive if they do. We 
also tell teens not to engage in sex, but we provide protection just in case. 

So how do we mitigate the risk to the VFR pilot who decides that flying into the clouds is okay? We conduct 
a campaign to increase proficiency in attitude instrument flying. I call on all flight instructors to push 
attitude instrument flying skills at every opportunity. Raise the standards you require for initial certification. 
Make it a focal point of flight reviews and rental airplane check-outs. I call on flying club presidents or safety 
officers to push it at safety meetings. I also call on my colleagues in aviation safety work, including my 
fellow FAASTeam Representatives, to put some additional emphasis on it in upcoming presentations. 

We need to encourage pilots of all levels to sharpen their skills in flying the airplane solely by reference to 
the flight instruments. We can use real airplanes or simulators of just about any level. However, we do need 
to be aware that the ability to duplicate conditions conducive to producing spatial disorientation is not 
available in the basic simulators. Emphasis needs to be on preventing loss-of-control. Recovery from 
unusual attitudes must also be addressed, but many of the accidents that I have reviewed happen at an 
altitude that is too low for recovery.  

See https://www.vectorsforsafety.com/blog/vectors-for-safety-april-2022  

Almost 20 years ago I was invited to what became the first of several events at which I 
made a presentation and recommendations to the FAA and/or NTSB on ways to reduce the fatal 
general aviation accident record. In my first such testimony I recommended the FAA require at 
least some minimum list of tasks and completion standards for a Flight Review, instead of the 
extremely broad regulation as it still exists today: 

§ 61.56 Flight review. 

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (f) of this section, a flight review consists of a minimum of 1 
hour of flight training and 1 hour of ground training. The review must include:  

(1) A review of the current general operating and flight rules of part 91 of this chapter; and  

(2) A review of those maneuvers and procedures that, at the discretion of the person giving the 
review, are necessary for the pilot to demonstrate the safe exercise of the privileges of the pilot 
certificate. 

I suggested that the overall flexibility of the flight instructor to select tasks to include in the 
review, and to accommodate requests from the pilot receiving the review, be retained, but that at 
least some minimum task or tasks would be required for completion. The specific required task(s) 
could vary over time, with the regulation referring to an Advisor Circular (AC) or easily-revised 
FAA Information For Operators (InFO) letter and that guidance updated every two years to avoid 
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the lengthy rulemaking process. This also provides flexibility to change the emphasis area over 
time as new issues come up. 

My cited precedent was the Instrument Proficiency Check (IPC), which is governed by a 
regulation (14 CFR 61.57) that refers to a guidance document (the Instrument – Airplane Airman 
Certification Standards) for the specific tasks list and completion requirements. My example at 
the time was the Go-Around, given the historically high rate of Loss of Control – Inflight during an 
attempted go-around initiated from flare speed in the landing configuration.  

If a pilot wants to focus a Flight Review on learning about his or her newly installed autopilot, 
for example, the instructor could provide that focus…but still include the emphasis area, and 
require the pilot to perform to some minimum standard in order to earn the 61.56 endorsement (or 
international equivalent). If the pilot wants more time to work on his/her requests there is no 
reason the flight review time can’t be extended long enough to meet the pilot’s needs. And of 
course there is nothing that prevents a pilot who desires additional instruction on requested tasks 
from scheduling that training without waiting for the next Flight Review. 

We can apply Gene Benson’s mitigation philosophy to the other great issues in general 
aviation. I was planning to write about a similar emphasis on fuel planning and management for 
this week’s LESSONS but will save it for another week. We need to attack all the issues, but we 
can be most effective by focusing on them one at a time. 

Perhaps coincidentally, AOPA Air Safety Institute announced this week it has established 
an entire campaign to the problem of visual flight in instrument meteorological conditions—VFR 
into IMC: Avoidance and Escape. ASI is unveiling a series of products in a nine-month campaign 
to address this common accident scenario from its VFR into IMC Resource Center.  

One important point: in one-third 
of all VFR into IMC crashes the pilot 
held an instrument rating. IFR rated 
Commercially certificated pilots have 
twice as many VFR into IMC crashes as 
do Commercial pilots who do not hold 
an instrument rating (although the 
limitations on commercial flying without 
instrument privileges are such that few 
Commercially certificated pilots are not 
instrument rated). 
See:  
https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-news/2022/april/01/aopa-air-safety-institute-announces-new-vfr-into-imc-campaign-pr  
https://www.aopa.org/training-and-safety/air-safety-institute/vfr-into-imc-avoidance-and-escape  

As instructors and influencers, perhaps we should take Gene Benson’s and AOPA Air 
Safety Institute’s advice and include more emphasis on basic control by reference to 
instruments in all the Flight Reviews we take or conduct, and encourage other pilots to do so.  

We can then share FlightAware, ForeFlight, Cloud Ahoy or similar flight performance traces in 
social media to show how well we did, and encourage others to demonstrate their expertise 
similarly. The unreachables often seem to be ego-driven. They might just take the bait, and in 
the process practice the basics to be able to post pretty pictures online as well. 
Forgive me if I’ve been more theoretical this week, having written this as I prepared to represent the 
American Bonanza Society at Sun n Fun. I’ll return to more practical LESSONS after I return home next 
week. Meanwhile, if you’re at Sun n Fun stop by the ABS display on the front airshow line left of the 
announcer’s tower and say hi. 

See: 
www.bonanza.org  
https://flysnf.org  

Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See https://pilotworkshop.com 

 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Frequent DeBriefer David van Horn adds to our discussion of the Cessna 205 catastrophic 
engine failure and prop-stopped glide to a runway: 

Regarding the Cessna 205 engine out into Hillsboro, I disagree with the criticism that the pilot should 
have touched down with half the runway behind him. Anyone who looks at his VSI in the video or his 
ADS-B flight track online can see that he conserved altitude until safely over the airport, arriving at high key 
at more than 2,000 feet AGL, money in the bank, energy enough to touch down anywhere on the runway. 
Continuing to aim for the center of the runway would have put half the runway behind him, one of the 
three most useless things in aviation, as the saying goes. Instead he chose to steepen his descent to turn that 
extra altitude into speed and cross the threshold with maximum runway available ahead of him. He was in no 
danger of coming up short, even modulating with a slip on final left him with plenty of energy for a 
prolonged flare before his wheels touched. 

I agree, David. This was an outstanding display of energy management. Thank you. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022.0303-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader David Hughes continues last week’s Debrief about the nature and value of preflight 
inspections: 

Referencing a preflight, after I finish a good preflight (every time I intend to fly), I perform an IDIOT walk. 
That is, I walk completely around the airplane looking for anything out of order, or any rag or coat 
placed on the horizontal stabilizer that may end up jamming the elevator.  I find my IDIOT walk adds 
comfort to my passengers. 

I believe most of us are taught this type of “macro-scrutiny,” checking the big picture of 
airworthiness at least three times for each flight—as you first approach the aircraft, just before 
you board, and after you secure the aircraft but before you walk away at the completion of a flight. 
Complacency makes it easy to forget these checks—thanks for reminding us of their importance, 
David. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022.0331-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Frequent Debriefer Henry Fiorentini adds: 
It surprises me how many people do just “hop in the plane and go,” like it’s a car– possibly because they had 
no one to show them the right way. Two things  

1. Foreflight has a checklist built in, so to the extent all you need to do is “Follow the list,” you 
[should be] able to check everything before you go. As for [landing gear] struts, I put a thin line of 
red tape on the inside of my landing gear [door] that is parallel with the downward bend of the 
strut.  If it is not parallel, then that “jumps out at me” just by looking at it from a distance that the 
strut is not where it is supposed to be. 

2. Every time I get in the cockpit, I try to tell myself I am one stupid, careless, oversight/mistake 
from ending up in an NTSB report, possibly in the fatality section. Depressing? Maybe. But I’d 
rather be overly emphatic about the risk and responsibility as a PIC than to just hop in, like it’s the 
family car. 

That may indeed seem harsh, Henry, but perhaps it’s the reminder we all need to prevent the 
types of decisions that contribute to most accidents. Thank you. 
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Reader Stephen Vook writes: 
With regard to "CONTROLS - FREE AND CORRECT," I teach it little differently.  

Sitting in the airplane at the end of the runway with the engine running, passengers strapped in, run-up 
complete, and Pre-Takeoff Checklist mostly complete is a really bad time to figure out your controls are 
rigged backward. Especially in an airplane where it is difficult, at best, to see the stabilator/elevator from the 
pilot's seat.  

Instead, I teach the students to verify CONTROLS - CORRECT during the preflight inspection. Before you 
even get the passengers loaded.  

The control check just before takeoff is the full range-of-motion "Box Check" and reserved to ensure the 
front passenger has not placed anything (kneepad, legs, arms, coffee cup, etc.) in that entire area and to 
demonstrate to the passenger the area that must remain clear of any obstructions.  

I still see experienced pilots during flight reviews give the box check mere lip service with a little waggle of 
the controls, completely unaware that I have strategically placed a knee or elbow well within the "box" just 
waiting for them to smack me with the yoke. The majority of them never come close and it opens a great 
training opportunity for slowing down and being a little more meticulous in their actions using the checklist.  

I, too, include visual and verbal control checks during preflight. If the airplane permits, I see that 
the control wheel moves in the correct direction while I confirm the control surface moves 
unimpeded from one extreme to the other. I also perform the control check before engine start—
you’re exactly correct, there is good reason and ample opportunity to confirm the critical flight 
controls check long before you’re all of the way out at the end of the runway. I do, however, check 
them just before takeoff one more time (in case taxiing kicked a rock up into the elevator hinge, 
for example)—for all the reasons you, I and the others have discussed. Thank you, Stephen. 

Reader Patrick Ward sends his thoughts: 
I have a quibble I’d like to raise regarding the preflight discussion: As pilots, if we aren’t doing enough, 
what should we be doing and where should we get that information? Second, we desperately need to 
standardize some terminology. I had no clue what a THUMBS UP or “box” check were when I ran across the 
terms. I guess they are the same thing, but beats me. What else am I missing? 

I previously owned a [Beech] Bonanza and of course followed ABS closely. Shouldn’t we be looking to the 
type specific organizations to create the educational materials for proper preflights? 

Hi, Patrick. Addressing your last question first, yes the “type clubs” (owners’ groups) are generally 
the collector and distributor of in-depth knowledge. As such most do provide information about 
what to look for in preflights that goes well beyond that in the manufacturers’ handbooks. For 
example, ABS has a video on its website on conducting a type-specific preflight (hosted by a 
FLYING LESSONS reader, a young Rod Machado) and substantial guidance in its online 
courses. Other type clubs have varying levels of documented information, much of it very 
detailed.  

To your first paragraph, I apologize; I thought I defined the “box” in my bullet point list of how to 
check the controls are both FREE and CORRECT. But I could have been clearer about moving 
the controls through the four corners of a “box.” Traditionally in stick-controlled airplanes this is 
called “mixing” the controls. As for the thumbs comment, if you grasp the controls in either hand 
and point your thumb upward, when you move the wheel or stick in either direction your extended 
thumb will point at the aileron that should deflect upward, and the other aileron should be 
deflected downward. Thanks for prompting me to clarify this. 
More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  
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See www.nafinet.org.  

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
Check out the latest list of my Publications, Presentations and Webinars for 2022 

See https://mastery-flight-training.com/publications-presentations-and-webinars/  

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 
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